Terms of Sale
As a reminder, www.france-authentic-artlife.com is not a travel agency or tour operator. These general conditions governing the performance of services between www.france-authenticartlife.com called the Provider and any person or entity, called the client, wishing to make a purchase via the website made available by the Provider. The website was called www.franceauthentic-artlife.com
This chapter aims to prevent the user of the site www.france-authentic-artlife.com the nature of information and services. The present General terms apply, without restriction nor reserve, with
the whole of the proposed services by the Provider on its Website. These conditions apply to the exclusion of all other conditions.

1 - Participants in the contract
The Provider: should be considered as "Provider" www.france-authentic-artlife.com - 76 rue Marcadet - 75018 Paris
The Customer (or Client) : should be considered as "Client", any person or entity requesting the Provider of internet search services to individual and personalized stay in France, according to its
requirements.The Customer must be over 18 and should not be a measure of protection as guardianship. The client certifies that the information the provider is true and correct.
The Service : must be considered "Service", the research conducted by the Provider to select (the) service (s) he deems best meet the Customer's request line, then the establishment a study
describing the individual service (s) selected (s) with the price of fees and finally the provision of tourist information (flight, accommodation, etc.). or other services, at the request of the Customer. If the Customer agrees to pay for the service, upon receipt of the payment, the Provider will return by the various internet links or telephone numbers in order to realize booking services.
The validation of the order of Services by the Customer is worth general acceptance of these General terms of sale.

2 - Terms and Conditions
The search request. The Client agrees to provide as much information as possible in a clear and exhaustive research to facilitate the service Provider. The information provided must be truthful
and accurate. www.france-authentic-artlife.com reserves the right to refuse or cancel any incomplete or non-compliant. Application Form means the form of research proposed by the Contractor
on its website or asked to the client, through which the Customer orders the Service Provider and in which the Client communicates some information about him and describes the characteristics of the service or service sought. The Website means the website www.france-authentic-artlife.com
Establishment of a dedicated study. Once your application has sent by e-mail, the search time is variable. If complexity of the application or information sufficient to initiate the search,
www.france-authentic-artlife.com complete the information by e-mail with the customer. The Provider will send the client a detailed study by mail. The benefit amount is included in this detailed
study. By express agreement between the Parties, this detailed study of proposed services and addresses makes no reference to the coordinates of professionals. The Customer may accept or
cancel the study free of charge by sending an email to the Provider as soon as possible. The Provider shall ensure availability of (the) provision (s) or (of) service (s) he has chosen (s) before
sending the personalized estimate to the Customer.
Acceptance of delivery - Fees - Payment Terms The Customer has a 48 hours deadline upon from the sending of the study to point out to the Provider by e-mail, if he accepts or rejects (the)
proposal(s) of service(s) mentioned. In case of acceptance of personal estimate by the Customer, he shall pay the fees in the provision of research provided by www.france-authenticartlife.com . The payment of the order of Services by the Customer is worth general acceptance of these General terms of sale. In case of disagreement, the Provider can make a new proposal
if both parts agree. Unanswered the Client within 48 hours of sending of personal study, the Customer will be deemed to have denied the proposal(s) made by the Provider. The fees are inclusive of all taxes (VAT) and euros. The Provider reserves the right to change prices of its services at any time, however, that the price indicated on the day of the order shall be applicable only to
the Client. Payment of fees is carried out by bank transfer through our International Bank Account Number (IBAN) , alternatively through transmission of cash. In the case of no full payment of
the fees within the 48 hours allowed to the Client to accept or reject the study, the Provider shall not be required to carry out the information requested. Moreover, in case of suspicion of bank
fraud, the Provider reserves the right to request the Client to disclose any document necessary to dispel doubts about the identity and quality of the owner of the account user. In case of refusal
of the Customer, the Provider reserves the right to cancel the order without the client can continue in that capacity.
Delivering professionals addresses and booking
A receipt of payment fees (notice receipt of the bank), the Provider sends an e-mail to the Customer with the full details of professionals offering the requested service(s) (for example: address,
telephone number, fax number, email address, website address), the terms of booking for service(s) and the deadline for it. The Provider checks the availability of the service(s). However, if
within that time limit, the product was not available in time of booking by the client, the Provider agrees to make a new proposal to the Customer according to his initial request and if it would not
possible, to refund the fees paid that the Customer proves the non-availability of the service within 24 hours after the maximum time to make the reservation. The Client will be free to contact or
not professional(s) within the time limit and booking later or not. In the event the customer decides not to contact this (these) professional(s) and / or not to contract with him (them), for any reason, including major force, fees paid with the acceptance of personal estimate by the Customer will be automatically granted to the Provider and shall not give rise to any refund or any claim by
the Customer.
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Terms of Sale (next)
3 - Liability of the Provider
The Provider has a consulting business. Service is limited to link his client with experts in the tourism sector and other service sectors. In no event will the Provider party to the contract between
the specialists and the client. Thus, it can not be held responsible for the consequences of this contract or its non-performance. These specialists maintain their own responsibilities with regard
to the legal provisions of their profession. The Provider's liability can not be held liable for any breach of its obligations due to major force or in the event that the Customer does not reserve the
service(s) proposed within the time limit for booking noted in the study. The Provider's searches are based on information sent by the Client. The adequacy and quality of research and proposals
made by the Provider can not therefore be appreciated that according to these informations. The Customer who has submitted false or incomplete information will in no case search the responsibility of the Provider on the research and proposals for service (s) that have been made on this basis. Major force - It is expressly understood that the Provider can not be held liable in case of
occurrence of an event of major force, namely an event irresistible, unpredictable and outside. The information contained on the site for guidance only and neither the content nor its accuracy
can not be guaranteed. This information does not commit contractually www.france-authentic-artlife.com disclaims any liability which the decisions could be taken from this information. The website content is subject to change without notice. Malfunction: www.france-authentic-artlife.com can not be held liable for any direct or indirect losses or expenses resulting from the use of this
website, or inability to use the third, or poor operation, interruption, a virus, or a problem of line or system. www.france-authentic-artlife.com disclaims any responsibility for all information and
materials contained on third party sites or to include links to the website www.france-authentic-artlife.com

4 - Intellectual Property
Any total or partial reproduction of this website by any means whatsoever without the permission of www.france-authentic-artlife.com is prohibited and constitutes an infringement sanctioned by
articles L335-2 and following of the Intellectual Property Code. Only the print is permitted for private copying for the exclusive use of the copyist within the meaning of Article L. 122-5 2 ° of the
Code of intellectual property. The trademarks and logos displayed on this site are registered by the owner. Any reproduction, republication or redistribution of names or logos, by any means
whatsoever without the prior written consent of their owner, is prohibited by law and may constitute trademark infringement, your responsibility involving both civil and criminal.

5 - Data protection
Accordance with the Act No. 2004-801 of 6 August 2004 and amending Act No. 78-17 of 6 January 1978 relating to computers, files and liberties, you have a right to access, correct and deletion
of personal information by contacting: www.france-authentic-artlife.com which is being declared to the CNIL.

6 - Publishing - Hosting
www.france-authentic-artlife.com Website is hosted by
OVH - a SAS organised under French Law, with a share capital capital of €10 000 000 - registered with the Trade and Company
Registry of Roubaix - Tourcoing under number 424 761 419 0004 5 - VAT no: FR 22424761419 Registered office: 2, Kellermann street - 59100 Roubaix - France.
Publishing Director : Octave Klaba

7 - Applicable law - Disputes
The present General terms apply, without restriction nor reserve, with the whole of the proposed services by the Provider on its
Website. These conditions apply to the exclusion of all other conditions. The validation of the order of services by the Customer is
worth general acceptance of these General terms.
By express agreement between Parts, this Agreement shall be governed by and subject to French law. All disputes regarding
this agreement may result, for its validity, interpretation, performance, termination and their consequences will be submitted to
the competent courts in the conditions of French law.

8 - Jurisdiction
These Terms of Use and sale are governed by French law. Any difficulty in the interpretation or enforcement the exclusive responsibility of the competent courts of Paris (France).
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